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CLUCK!
EASTER EGGS

BY JO SPRECKLEY



This pattern has lots of 
flexibility. The basic shape 
remains the same and I 
include 3 pattern options 
here, but the possibilities are 
endless.

YOU WILL NEED:
Approximately 10g of 
baaramewe Titus per Egg. 

2.25mm or 2.5mm needles for 
circular knitting (either dpns 
or long circular if you can do 
Magic Loop)

Toy stuffing
Gauge not important.

ABBREVIATIONS:
K  Knit
St Stitch
KFB Knit into the front and then the back of the same stitch    
 (increasing by 1 stitch)
K2tog Knit 2 stitches together (decreasing by 1 stitch)
M1 Make 1 stitch, by picking up the bar, which stretches from the   
 stitch you have just worked to the next stitch and then knitting   
 into it (increasing by 1 stitch)
i-cord This pattern uses a 4 stitch i-cord. Put them all in one row on a   
 dpn or circular needle. Knit across the 4 stitches, then    
 move the stitches back to the far right of the needle and work   
 the first stitch again and along the row. You will bring
 the working yarn across the back of the knitting to knit the first 
 stitch. After a couple of rows this creates a tube or cord.

THE EGG:
Using 2.25mm or 2.5mm circular needles 
Cast on 8 sts. Split these stitches across your needles. Join to knit in the 
round.
Row 1: KFB  all stitches (16 sts)
Row 2 and following even rows: Knit
Row 3: K1, M1 (K2, M1) rep to last st, K1  (24 sts)
Row 5: K1, M1 (K3, M1) rep to last 2 sts, K2 (32 sts)



Row 7: K1, M1 (K4, M1) rep to last 3 sts, K3  (40 sts)
Row 9: K1, M1 (K5, M1) rep to last 4 sts, K4 (48 sts)
Row 11: K1, M1 (K6, M1) rep to last 5 sts, K5 (56 sts)
Row 13: K1, M1 (K7, M1) rep to last 6 sts, K6 (64 sts)
Rows 14 – 27: Knit. (This section is where you can be creative. Stripes, fair isle 
patterns, words, anything can go over these rows.)

Row 28: (K2tog, K6) repeat to end of row (56 sts)
Row 29: and following odd rows: Knit
Row 30: (K2tog, K5) repeat to end of row (48 sts)
Row 32: (K2tog, K4) repeat to end of row (40 sts)
Row 34: (K2tog, K3) repeat to end of row (32 sts)
Row 36: (K2tog, K2) repeat to end of row (24 sts)
Row 38: (K2tog, K1) repeat to end of row (16sts)
About here you should stuff your Egg with toy stuffing. 
Row 40: K2tog, repeat to end of row (8 sts)
Row 41: K2tog, repeat to end of row (4 sts)

To create the loop you can either break off about 50 cm of yarn, thread it 
through your 4 stitches and then crochet a chain of the length you like
or make an i-cord from these 4 stitches to the length you like ( I did 20 rows)
Break your yarn and thread it through the remaining stitches. Bend the i-cord or 
crochet chain in 2 and use the tail thread to sew down the end and create the 
loop.

DESIGNS:
1. Stripes – The Egg pictured has 2 row stripes on the central band. These  

 can be extended across the whole Egg and made wider if you prefer. Keep 
both colours attached on the inside and take the yarn up the inside of your 
knitting. 

2. Fair Isle – This is a traditional Fair Isle pattern (chart on reverse).  Worked 
over 13 rows and 16 stitches, you will repeat it 4 times around the Egg. 
Start in the bottom right corner and work across to the left, with one square 
representing one stitch. 

3. Turn your egg into a Bauble! - Reflected Christmas trees. This is an 8 stitch 
repeat in 2 colours. It covers 13 rows. Start with a clear row of your main 
shade, then use the chart (on reverse). Start in the bottom right corner and 
work across the row. You will repeat the pattern 8 times around.

Many fair isle patterns can be used. They need to cover 13 rows and have a 
number of stitches which can be multiplied to make 64  ( ie: 32, 16, 8, 4)

Happy Easter!


